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Denmark: 55 e-buses delivered for Odense 

and the greater Copenhagen area 
 

• 55 fully electric buses have arrived in Denmark for future circulation in Odense 

and on the islands of Zealand and Falster, south of Copenhagen.  

 

• Keolis is now preparing the service launch of the e-buses in summer 2021, on 

behalf of Movia and FynBus, the local public transport authorities (PTAs). 

 

• Receiving the e-buses marks another step in the transition to alternative 

energies in mobility in the greater Copenhagen area, a process in which Keolis 

is partnering with PTAs to deliver their vision of greener mobility. 

 

February 2021 – Keolis has received 55 all-electric buses, manufactured by Yutong, of which 

35 will be allocated to the Zealand and Falster network in the greater Copenhagen area and 

will enter commercial service in June 2021. The remaining 20 will be assigned to Odense from 

spring 2021 onwards. 

The e-buses were purchased by Keolis following the award of two contracts in 2020:  

- one on 14 April, by Movia, the Public Transport Authority (PTA) in Eastern Denmark, 

to operate and maintain a total of 47 buses, of which 35 fully electric, around Zealand 

and Falster for a period of ten years.  

- one on 30 April, by FynBus, the PTA of Odense, to continue operating the city’s bus 

network for another four years1. The network features 70 urban buses, 20 of which are 

being replaced by fully electric buses.  

The Yutong electric buses are 12 metres long with the capacity to carry 62 passengers. These 

zero-emission buses will contribute to improving air quality as well as quality of life in the 

region. 

The e-buses will be charged in their respective depots2 for up to six hours at night and will 

have an autonomy of up to 350 km. Until the completion of the new depot in Korsø, the 35 e-

buses for the Zealand and Falster network will be temporarily parked in Odense, where the 

installation of the ticketing and bus IT systems will be carried out.  

 
1 original contract due to expire in August 2023 will now run until August 2027 
2 5 depots: in Korsø, Naverland (Copenhagen), Slagelse, Nykøbing Falster and Odense 

 



Keolis will test the vehicles and train a total of 395 drivers and 20 maintenance staff over the 

next two months. The training will cover safety, eco-driving, charging and preventive and 

corrective maintenance, including high voltage systems, dispatching and monitoring systems. 

Keolis’ presence in Denmark 

Keolis has been present in Denmark since 2000, where it operates around 500 buses in nine 
cities. Keolis is responsible for two of the country’s light-rail networks, one in Aarhus which 
opened in December 2017, and another in Odense, scheduled to open in August 2021. 
Keolis employs 1,600 people in Denmark. 

Helping PTAs meet the energy transition challenge 

Committed to embracing more environmentally-friendly mobility, Keolis assists PTAs in the 

development and deployment of clean bus fleets that run on electricity, natural gas, biogas, 

hydrogen and other alternative fuels that are better for the environment and for citizens 

including: 

- the Netherlands, Keolis launched 246 fully electric buses in the eastern provinces of 

Gelderland and Overijssel in December 2020. This followed the deployment of 14 
electric buses (7 in Utrecht province and 7 in Almere) and two hydrogen buses in 
Gelderland over the course of 2019 and 2020. 

- Norway, Keolis launched 138 fossil-free buses in December 2020 including 102 all-
electric buses. 

- Sweden, Keolis will operate a biodiesel bus service between Gothenburg and Borås 
starting in December 2021. 

- the United States, Keolis is deploying electric buses in Reno, Nevada; Foothill, 
California; and Greensboro, North Carolina, and has recently launched a new, largely 
natural gas-powered bus network in Southern California’s Victor Valley. 

- France, in 2019 Keolis contributed to the launch of a 100% hydrogen bus rapid transit 
(BRT) service in the city of Pau, a world first for an 18-metre BRT vehicle. In Amiens, 

Keolis launched Europe’s first 100% electric BRT service (43 buses), also in 2019. 

 

About Keolis 

Keolis is a pioneer in developing public transport systems and works alongside public authorities who want to enhance shared 

mobility systems to grow the appeal and vitality of their regions. A world leader in operating automated metro and tramway 

systems, Keolis and its partners and subsidiaries Kisio, EFFIA, Keolis Santé and Cykleo support the core business with 

innovations offering new and bespoke shared mobility solutions for modes including trains, buses and coaches, trolleybuses, 

shared car solutions, river and sea shuttle services, bike share services, car sharing, fully electric driverless shuttles and urban  

cable cars. In France, Keolis is the second largest provider of parking management solutions through its subsidiary EFFIA, an d 

the country's leader in medical transport since the creation of Keolis Santé in July 2017. The Group is 70% -owned by SNCF 

and 30%-owned by the Caisse de Dépôt et Placement du Québec (Quebec Deposit and Investment Fund) and employs 68,500 

people in 15 countries. In 2019, it posted revenue of €6.6 billion. In 2019, 3.4 billion passengers used one of Keolis’ shared 

mobility services. www.keolis.com  

* Australia, Belgium, Canada, China, Denmark, France, Germany, India, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Qatar, Senegal, Sweden, the United Kingdom 

and the United States. 
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